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Infamous Reign

2021-08-31

in late 15th century england two young princes are given over
by merlin to the protection of their uncle king richard iii they
soon vanish from sight igniting tales of their demise at richard s
hand and breeding unrest throughout the land nathanial garrett
also known as hellequin is sent to london to decipher fact from
rumor and uncovers a plot to replace the king but his
investigation quickly becomes personal when he learns that an
old nemesis is involved he soon finds himself racing against time
to rescue the boys before their fate and the fate of all england is
sealed in blood infamous reign is a novella in the bestselling
hellequin chronicles series mixing gritty and action packed
historical fantasy with ancient mythology

Gabrielle; or, Pictures of a reign

1843

in this fascinating study schmitt examines the significance of the
widespread belief in ghosts during the middle ages and traces
the imaginative political and religious contexts of these
everyday haunts ghosts were pitiful or terrifying usually
solitary creatures who arose from their tombs to haunt their
friends and relatives including numerous color illustrations of
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ghosts and their trappings this book presents a unique and
intriguing look at medieval culture 28 color plates

Ghosts in the Middle Ages

1998-04-28

italian comedians attracted audiences to performances at every
level from the magnificent italian german and french court
festival appearances of orlando di lasso or isabella andreini to the
humble street trestle lazzi of anonymous quacks the characters
they inspired continue to exercise a profound cultural influence
and an understanding of the commedia dell arte and its visual
record is fundamental for scholars of post 1550 european drama
literature art and music the 340 plates presented here are
considered in the light of the rise and spread of commedia stock
types and especially harlequin zanni and the actresses
intensively researched in public and private collections in
oxford munich florence venice paris and elsewhere they
complement the familiar images of jacques callot and the
stockholm recueil fossard within a framework of hundreds of
significant pictures still virtually unknown in this context these
range from anonymous popular prints to pictures by artists such
as ambrogio brambilla sebastian vrancx jan bruegel louis de
caulery marten de vos and members of the valckenborch and
francken clans this volume essential for commedia dell arte
specialists represents an invaluable reference resource for
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scholars students theatre practitioners and artists concerned with
commedia related aspects of visual dramatic and festival culture
in and beyond italy

The Royal Lady's Magazine, and Archives
of the Court of St. James's

1832

this is the first detailed comparative study of patronage as an
instrument of power in the relations between kings and bishops
in england and normandy after the conquest esteemed
medievalist everett u crosby considers new perspectives of
medieval state building and the vexed relations between secular
and ecclesiastical authority

The Art of Commedia

2006

a magisterial survey of normandy from its origins in the tenth
century to its conquest some two hundred years later

Notes and Queries: a Medium of Inter-
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communication for Literary Men, Artists,
Antiquaries, Genealogists, Etc

1898

essays on the practical aspects of medieval european medicine

Medieval Sexuality

2013-09-04

the friars represented a remarkable innovation in medieval
religious life founded in the early 13th century the franciscans
and dominicans seemed a perfect solution to the church s
troubles in confronting rapid changes in society they attracted
enthusiastic support especially from the papacy to which they
answered directly in their first 200 years membership grew at
an astonishing rate and they became counsellors to princes and
kings receiving an endless stream of donations and gifts yet
there were those who believed the adulation was misguided or
even dangerous and who saw in the friars actions only
hypocrisy deceit greed and even signs of the end of the world
from the mid 13th century writings appeared denouncing and
mocking the friars and calling for their abolition their french
and english opponents were among the most vocal from harsh
theological criticism and outrage at the inquisition to vulgar tales
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and bathroom humor this thoroughly documented work is
suitable for the newcomer as well as for readers who are
familiar with the subject but might like to investigate specific
topics in more detail

The King’s Bishops

2017

this extremely influential 1595 study was frequently cited at
witchcraft trials in addition to lurid details of satanic pacts and
sexual perversity it presents the particulars of numerous court
cases

Norman Rule in Normandy, 911-1144

1994

an exploration of how power and political society were
imagined represented and reflected on in medieval english art

Practical Medicine from Salerno to the
Black Death

2014-10-23

why has the mask been such an enduring generic motif in
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horror cinema this book explores its transformative potential
historically across myriad cultures particularly in relation to its
ritual and mythmaking capacities and its intersection with
power ideology and identity all of these factors have a direct
impact on mask centric horror cinema meanings values and
rituals associated with masks evolve and are updated in horror
cinema to reflect new contexts rendering the mask a persistent
meaningful and dynamic aspect of the genre s iconography this
study debates horror cinema s durability as a site for the potency
of the mask s broader symbolic power to be constantly re
explored re imagined and re invented as an object of cross
cultural and ritual significance that existed long before the
moving image culture of cinema

Against the Friars

2014-02-20

reports the sighting by two children of the virgin mary on a
hillside in spanish basque territory in 1931

Demonolatry

2018

characterised by an interest in the nature and expression of
power this collection of essays by george bernard combines a
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number of previously published pieces with original studies
chapters range from detailed studies of aspects of the political and
religious history of the reign of henry viii to more general
accounts of early modern architecture the development of the
church of england and a polemical attack upon postmodern
historiography the role of the nobility is a major theme emphasis
is given to their social economic political and ideological power
and the ways in which they exercised it in support of the
monarchy in depth examinations of the falls of anne boleyn and
cardinal wolsey and the relationship of the king and ministers
challenge widespread views concerning the significance of
factionalism analyses of such key events indicate that henry viii
was very much in charge likely to provoke considerable debate
this stimulating collection is an important contribution to tudor
history

Art and Political Thought in Medieval
England, C. 1150-1350

2019-10-15

adapting nineteenth century france uses the output of six
canonical novelists and their recreations in a variety of media to
push for a re conceptualisation of our approach to the study of
adaptation the works of balzac hugo flaubert zola maupassant and
verne reveal themselves not as originals to be defended from
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adapting hands but fashioned from the adapted voices of a host of
earlier artists moments and media the text analyses re workings
of key nineteenth century texts across time and media in order
to underline the way in which such re workings cast new light
on many of their source texts and reveal the probing analysis
nineteenth century novelists undertake in relation to notions of
originality and authorial borrowing moreover adapting
nineteeth century france traces their subsequent recreations in a
comparable range of genres encompassing key modern media of
the twentieth and twenty first centuries radio silent film fiction
musical theatre sound film and television

Masks in Horror Cinema

1996-01-01

the first and only full length critical study of dario fo the 1997
nobel prize for literature winner this book now extensively
rewritten and updated remains the only full length critical
study to cover various phases of dario fo s theatrical career it
looks at fo s political influences and also the influence on his
work of various theatrical motifs including the great clown
traditions which stretch back to the middle ages the political
work of dario fo and his wife collaborator franca rame is charted
from the 1960s up to the present to give the reader clear insight
into this playwright performer s unique literary and theatrical
strengths each of fo s plays and productions is discussed at length
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and the author has included an extensive and updated
bibliography which includes full production details quotes and
writings about fo always a popular performer in his native italy
fo has been one of the world s most performed dramatists in the
author s words he is the people s court jester

Visionaries

2017-03-02

a rich compilation of legend and lore from classical mythology
the bible world folklore literature and other sources here are
tales of headless horses fairy horses and seahorses plus associations
with gods and patron saints metempsychosis and creation myths
excellent resource for scholars horse lovers and other readers

Power and Politics in Tudor England

2015-05-15

carmen de hastingae proelio battle c 1100 military architecture
piety of anglo norman knightly class military architecture c
1200 the byzantine view of the normans henry i and anglo
norman magnates anglo norman as aspoken language magnates
curiales and the wheel of fortune bishop s lynn battle abbey
contributors c clark p e curnow r h c davis l j engels c harper
bill j hermans c w hollister m d legge d m owen e m searle
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Adapting Nineteenth-Century France

2014-01-08

das reallexikon der germanischen altertumskunde trägt den
namen seines begründers des anglisten und
naturwissenschaftlers johannes hoops zwischen 1972 und 2008
erschienen in zweiter vollkommen veränderter auflage 35
bände sowie zwei registerbände konzipiert als handbuch steht
der hoops in der tradition umfangreicher enzyklopädien ziel ist
es den gesamten kenntnisstand zur germanischen
altertumskunde umfassend und kritisch zu präsentieren sein
interdisziplinärer ansatz schließt ergebnisse aus den bereichen
kunstgeschichte rechtsgeschichte volkskunde und
religionswissenschaft mit ein

Dario Fo

1837

Blackwood's Magazine

1837
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Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine

2002-01-01

The Horse in Magic and Myth

1992

The Tudor Nobility

1898

Notes and Queries

1980

Proceedings of the Battle Conference on
Anglo-Norman Studies

1837
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Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine

1976

Diffusions

1934

Early English Text Society

1902

The Quarterly Review

1922

Man

1924
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Master Walter Map's Book, De Nugis
Curialium (Courtier's Trifles)

1924

Master Walter Map's Book, De Nugis
Curialium, Courtiers' Trifles

1979

Proceedings of the Battle Conference on
Anglo-Norman Studies

1820

The London Quarterly Review

1999

Reallexikon der germanischen
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Altertumskunde

1906

The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia

1999

Höfe und Hofordnungen 1200-1600

1923

De Nugis Curialium

1923

Structures of Japanese and Hindi

1923
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Cymmrodorion Record Series

1911

The Americana
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